
Improved key reovery of level 1 of theBluetooth Enryption SystemSott R. Fluhrer1Ciso Systems, In.170 West Tasman Drive, San Jose, CA 95134sfluhrer�iso.omAbstrat. The enryption system E0 , whih is the enryption systemused in the Bluetooth spei�ation, is a two level system where a keyand a paket none is given to a level 1 key stream generator, whihprodues the key for a level 2 key stream generator, whose output isused to enrypt. We give a method for reovering the key for the level1 key stream generator given the internal keys for two or three level 2key stream generators. This method, ombined with published methodsfor reovering keys for the level 2 key stream generator, an be used toreover the E0 seond key with O(265) work, and O(280) preomputationtime.Although this attak is of no advantage if E0 is used with the reom-mended seurity parameters (64 bit enryption key), it shows that noaddition seurity would be made available by enlarging the enryptionkey, as disussed in the Bluetooth spei�ation.1 IntrodutionE0 uses a two level rekeying mehanism, using the key and a none (CLK26�1in the Bluetooth spei�ation) to initialize the level 1 keystream generator toprodue the initial state for the level 2 keystream generator, whih produes theatual keystream used to enrypt the data. We give an algorithm for deriving theinitial state of the keystream generator used within E0 given the intermediatekeystream generated by the same key, and two or three distint nones. Thisalgorithm takes several minutes on a desktop omputer to rederive the key whengiven three internal keystreams. With two distint nones, it takes approximatelyO(250) time. Combined with existing methods for reonstrution the internallevel 2 state[4℄, this leads to a method for reonstrution the seret key withO(265) work, two maximum sized paket, and O(280) preomputation e�ort1.This method is an improved version of one of the algorithms given in [3℄. Inaddition, experimental results showing the workability of the algorithm is given.This paper is strutured as follows. In Setion 2, the E0 keystream generator,and how it is used within the Bluetooth system is desribed. In Setion 3, pre-vious analysis and results are summarized. Setion 4 presents the fundamentals1 As the method in [4℄ require preomputation. The method desribed in this paperrequire no preomputation.



of this attak, and 5 gives the atual algorithm. Setion 6 gives experimentalresults, and setion 7 onludes and disusses how it an be ombined withprevious results, and the rami�ations on the Bluetooth system.2 Desription of Bluetooth enryptionE0 is an enryption protool that was designed to provide privay within theBluetooth wireless LAN spei�ation. When two Bluetooth devies need to om-muniate seurely, they �rst undergo a key exhange protool that ompleteswith eah unit agreeing on a shared seret, whih is used to generate the en-ryption key (KC). To enrypt a paket, this private key (KC) is ombined witha publily known salt value (EN RAND) to form an intermediate key (K 0C)2.Then, K 0C is used in a linear manner, along with the publily known values, theBluetooth address, and a lok (CLK26�1) whih is distint for eah paket, toform the initial state for a two level keystream generator.The keystream generator onsists of 4 LFSRs with a total length of 128bits, and a 4 bit �nite state mahine, referred to as the blender FSM. For eahbit output, eah LFSR is loked one, and the output of all four LFSRs andan output from the �nite state mahine is exlusive-or'ed together, and is thekeystream output. Then, the 4 LFSR outputs are summed together to form a 3bit output. The upper 2 bits of that sum is used to update the state of the �nitestate mahine. We will refer to the 25 bit LFSR as LFSR1, the 31 bit LFSR asLFSR2, the 33 bit LFSR as LFSR3 and the 39 bit LFSR as LFSR4. We will alsorefer to the �nite state mahine as the blender FSM. The generator is shown inFigure 1. Note that the least signi�ant bit (LSB) of the sum of the four LFSRsis their bit-wise XOR.
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Fig. 1. The E0 keystream generator.There are logially two suh keystream generators. The key of the �rst levelkeystream generator is shifted into the LFSRs and learing the blender FSM.Then, 200 bits are generated and disarded. Then, the output of this keystream2 This attak atually reovers the value of K0C .



generator is olleted, and is used to initialize the LSFRs of what we all theseond level keystream generator, whih is struturally idential to the �rst levelkeystream generator. This initialization is done by olleting 128 output bits,parallel loading them into the LSFRs, and making the initial seond level FSMstate be the �nal �rst level FSM state.This output of this seond generator is then used as an additive stream ipherto enrypt the paket.3 Desription of Previous WorkIn the most e�etive attak to date, Goli�, Bagini and Morgani show in [4℄ how toreover K 0C with O(270) work, along with a preomputation stage of omplexityO(280). In partiular, they show how to reover the level 2 internal state for asingle paket with O(264) work, using linear orrelations between the internalLFSR state and the observed keystream. This paper uses this observation, anduses two or three suh level 2 internal states to reonstrut the level 1 internalstate with omparatively little additional e�ort.Fluhrer and Luks have shown in [3℄ how to reoverK 0C with work of betweenO(273) and O(284) work, depending on the amount of available keystream. Thisworks by doing an optimized baktraking algorithm.In a si.rypt.researh posting [6℄, Markku-Juhani O. Saarinen showed anattak that rederived the session key. This attak onsisted of guessing the statesof the 3 smaller LFSRs and the blender FSM, and using those states and theobserved keystream to ompute whether there is a onsistent output from LFSR4that is onsistent with that assumption. His attak has a omplexity of O(293).Ekdahl and Johansson have shown in [2℄ how to extrat the initial statefrom the keystream generator used in E0 given O(261) time and O(250) knownkeystream. Their attak works by exploiting some weak linear orrelations be-tween the outputs of the LFSRs and the keystream output to verify if a guess onone of the LFSRs is aurate. Previous to that, Hermelin and Nyberg publishedin [5℄ an attak whih reovered the initial state with O(264) work and O(264)known keystream. However, these are theoretial attaks as they require a farlarger amount of onseutive keystream output than is available.4 Fundamentals of the AttakThe problem we are trying to solve is, given two or three initial states that weprodued by the same seret key for the level 2 LFSRs (and the nones thatgenerated them), to reonstrut the seret key K 0C (or equivalently, the initialstate of the level 1 LFSRs).The basi approah is to use a baktraking approah, similar to the attaksfound in [3℄. One distintion between the approah found in [3℄ and this is thatwe don't assume LFSR1 { we baktrak aross all 4 LFSRs simultaneously. Theproedure steps through the output of the level 1 keystream generators bit by



bit, keeping trak of the state of the blender FSM and the known linear equationsthat hold between the internal bits of the LFSRs. This searh an be aided byseveral observations:1. The key setup sets the FSM state of the level 2 keystream generator to be the�nal ontents of the FSM state after the level 1 generator has produed thelast bit for the LFSR state. We also note that the next-state funtion of theipher is invertible { the LFSRs an be run bakwards as easily as forwards,and the FSM next state funtion is invertable given a urrent LFSR state.This implies that if we logially run the ipher bakwards, we get the initialFSM state (whih is the �nal FSM state when the ipher is run in the forwarddiretion) at zero ost.2. Every step of the way, we need to assume the FSM states for the next3state for all level 1 iphers we are traking. We note that often there arelevel LFSR outputs that give rise to the same set of FSM states, and thatthese LFSR outputs an often be expressed in terms of a linear relationship.Hene, instead of assuming the atual LFSR states (whih would give us afator of 8 branhing at every point), we often have a fator 4 or 5 branhing.3. The none, publi information and the private information are mixed linearlyto form the level 1 LFSR state. Hene, if we know the xor di�erential in allthe inputs (whih we do, as we know the atual none values, and we knoweverything else has zero di�erential), we know the xor di�erential of the �rstlevel LFSRs at all times.4. Everytime we step to another state, the next4 output bit is formed by thexor of the 4 LFSRs and an output from the FSM:Output = FSM � LFSR1 � LFSR2 � LFSR3 � LFSR4 (1)(where Output is the output bit, FSM is the output from the FSM, andLFSRx is the output of LFSR x. Sine we are traking two or three level1 LFSRs and FSM states at the same time, we know the FSM outputs andoutput bits for all of them:^Output = ^FSM � ^LFSR1 � ^LFSR2 � ^LFSR3 � ^LFSR4 (2)If our guesses up to this point are orret, we know that values of Output,FSM , ^Output, ^FSM . In addition, beause of the linear LFSR mixing, weknow the values of LFSRx � ^LFSRx. This gives us enough information tohek the above equation for onsisteny, and if are guesses are inaurate,the above equations will be inonsistent with probability 12 with two level 2states and probability 34 with three level 2 states.3 Atually, the previous state, beause we are stepping through the ipher state bak-wards.4 Atually, the previous output bit, beause we are stepping through the ipher statebakwards.



5 Attak DetailsWhen you ombine all the above, we ome up with the following algorithm, withthe following inputs:1. An integer N whih is the number of level 2 states we have. We examine theN = 2 and N = 3 onditions in this paper.2. Z; : : : Z 0 N di�erent initial states for the level 2 LFSRs. This is also thekeystream generated by the level 1 keystream generators.3. The N FSM initial states for the level 2 keystream generators. This is alsothe �nal FSM state of the level 1 keystream generators.4. The N � 1 di�erentials between the level 1 LFSRs LFSRDiffx.First, initialize the set of linear equations L to empty, and initialize theblender FSMs to the initial FSM values. Then, you perform the below depth-�rst searh:1. Call the state we are examining n and the output of the FSMs FSMn; : : : FSM 0n.2. Determine whether the state is self onsistent by omputing (taking thekeystream states pairwise):Zn�Z 0n�FSMn�FSM 0n�LFSRDiff1�LFSRDiff2�LFSRDiff3�LFSRDiff4(3)If the equation evaluates to 1 for any pair, the state is not self onsistentand some assumption we made is inorret and we baktrak to onsider thenext ase.3. For eah of the 8 possible LFSR outputs for whihZn = FSMn � LFSR1 � LFSR2 � LFSR3 � LFSR4 (4)ompute the predited previous FSM states. Searh for pairs that shareFSM states over all N FSMs, and whih di�er in preisely two LFSRs. Webranh and onsider both the disjoint pairs, and singleton states whih donot ooperate with any pairs. We inlude in L the linear equations thatharaterize the pair or the singleton. We hek to see if the new equations areinonsistent with the equations in L, and if they are, then some assumptionwe made is inorret and we baktrak to onsider the next ase.4. If n � 25, then we inlude in L the linear equation implied by the LFSR1tap equations. If n � 31, then we inlude in L the linear equation impliedby the LFSR2 tap equations. If n � 33, then we inlude in L the linearequation implied by the LFSR3 tap equations. If n � 39, then we inludein L the linear equation implied by the LFSR4 tap equations. In all ases,we hek to see if the new equations are inonsistent with the equationsalready in L. If they are, then some assumption we made is inorret andwe baktrak to onsider the next ase.5. If n is more than 128, then we have found with high probability the initialstate of the enryption engine. If not, then we ontinue this searh for staten+ 1



6 Expiremental ResultsWe have implemented this attak for both N = 2 and N = 3.In the ase that N = 3, we have run it for 100 random seret keys andtriples of nones. Over those 100 trials, it found the seret key after examiningan average of 10700000� 223:4 states, taking several minutes per seret key.In the ase that N = 2, the tree was too large to do an exhaustive searh. Bysampling a random subset of the searh tree, we �nd that the tree has approxi-mately 250 nodes. We note that it takes somewhat more time to examine a nodethan a single step of Goli�'s algorithm [4℄, however beause Goli�'s algorithmhas O(264) steps, it still bounds the running time of the ombined attak.7 Conlusions and Open ProblemsThe method presented an be ombined with Goli�'s algorithm [4℄ in the follow-ing manner:1. Use Goli�'s algorithm on two pakets to reover the initial LFSR level 2states (and initial FSM states).2. Use the known nones for those two pakets to ompute the xor di�erentialfor the level 1 LFSRs.3. Use the initial LFSR level 2 states, initial FSM states and the xor di�erentialwith the above algorithm to reover the initial LFSR level 1 state.4. Reover K 0C from the LFSR level 1 state.Thus, the real seurity level of E0 to be no more than 65 bits (dependingthe amount of keystream available to the attaker), and that larger key lengthssuggested by the Bluetooth spei�ation would not provide additional seurity.In addition, beause of the eÆieny of the N = 3 ase, we have shown thatany method of reovering LFSR level 2 state an be used to break the system,as long as it an be done to three di�erent pakets. Beause of this eÆieny, wesee that the two level struture of E0 does not add additional seurity.Referenes1. Bluetooth SIG, "Bluetooth Spei�ation", Version 1.0 B,http://www.bluetooth.om/2. P. Ekdahl, T. Johansson, "Some Results on Correlations in the Bluetooth StreamCipher", Proeedings of the 10th Joint Conferene on Communiations and Coding,Obertauern, Austria, Marh 11-18, 20003. S. Fluhrer, S. Luks, "Analysis of the E0 Enryption System", Seleted Areas inCryptography 2001, Springer, 20014. J. Goli�, V. Bagini, G. Morgani, "Linear Cryptanalysis of Bluetooth Stream Cipher",Proeedings of Eurorypt 2002, Springer, 20025. M. Hermelin, K. Nyberg, "Correlation Properties of the Bluetooth Combiner", pro-eedings of ICISC '99, LNCS 1787, Springer, 19996. M. Saarinen, "Re: Bluetooth und E0", Posting to si.rypt.researh, 02/09/00


